
 



 

Chapter 1 

 

Jason’s fingers flew over the keyboard as he finished up a police report, his weekend plans 

beckoning to him like a siren’s call. It had been another long week and he still wasn’t certain he 

was cut out for this kind of work. Technically, he wasn’t really a police detective but instead, a 

psychometrist with the inherent ability to read psychic impressions that people generated almost 

constantly as they went about their daily lives. Wizardry was so commonplace that it was 

mandatory for everyone to be tested for it to determine an individual’s strength. Jason had 

previously been a category three, just average, but now he measured at the top of the scale as a 

category six. He was still learning to use his power but his psychometry had always burned 

bright and steady, a rare talent that landed him the job at the Seattle PD. Jason’s wavy, jet-black 

hair was a bit too long for his taste, tickling the back of his neck and reminding him that he 

needed to visit a barber soon. His most striking feature was his robin blue egg eyes, a family trait 

that he shared with his cousin, Amy, one of his housemates. He was handsome and lanky, clad in 

business casual attire like his two colleagues, Willow and Trevor, who were seated at their desks 

working at a seemingly languid pace as if their shift wasn’t yet over. 

“I’m so glad I can sleep in tomorrow,” Jason announced. 

Trevor regarded him with surprise. “You’re a category six now. I thought you didn’t need as 

much sleep.” 

“I need more sleep than ever before.” Jason smothered a yawn that crept up on him as if his 

body was trying to emphasize his point. 

“I see what you mean.” Willow peered at him with concern. “How many hours are you 

getting every night?” 

“At least nine hours. It’s hard to get even that much when I come home so late.” Jason 

wasn’t sure if he could handle his new job at the police station. Most category six wizards 

couldn’t deal with the stress of using their psychometry to read crime scenes every day although 

the chief of police was proving to be very accommodating. 

“Why is it so difficult?” Willow asked. 

Jason regarded her with incredulous disbelief. “Because of the late hours I’ve been working 

here.” 



Willow and Trevor exchanged worried looks. 

“We’ve been leaving at our normal scheduled time, just after five,” Trevor said. 

Jason opened his mouth to argue with his colleague and point out just how many times they 

had worked until after eight but his thoughts slid out of focus as a lethargic haze enveloped his 

mind. He glanced down at his computer and was reminded that it was time to go. 

“I’m not staying late tonight.” Jason’s tone was adamant and he finished up his report within 

moments.  

He tapped the enter key with a flourish to submit his work and a sense of relief surged 

through him as he logged off the computer.  

He rose from his desk and grinned at his two colleagues. “I’m off! I hope you have an 

exciting weekend.” 

“I’m just about finished here. Would you like to meet for drinks?” Willow asked. 

“I’ll have to pass on that. I’m just too exhausted. I’m probably going right to bed,” Jason 

informed her. 

Willow frowned at him. “Are you sure you’re all right?” 

“I’m fine.” Jason smiled down at her. “Nothing a good night’s sleep can’t cure.” 

“You’re looking kind of pale,” Trevor said. 

“You’ve been saying that every day this week,” Jason said. 

“He’s right.” Willow scrutinized him with a critical eye. “I thought it was his imagination at 

first but I can definitely see it.” 

“That’s just because Trevor keeps repeating himself. If you say something often enough, 

people often accept it as fact.” Jason moved toward the door to their office. “I’ll see you guys 

Monday.” 

A sense of relief warred with dread as he left the police station and crossed the parking lot. 

A lethargic haze slipped over his mind as his body seemed to move on autopilot. As Jason 

slipped behind the wheel of his car, he stilled and held his key poised over the ignition. He 

looked at the police station behind him through the reflection in the rearview mirror, trying to 

pinpoint the reason for the disturbing sense of wrongness. He couldn’t think clearly or 

concentrate for very long. Before he knew what was happening, he was driving down the street, 

heading for the freeway. A light rain drizzled over his car and he flicked the switch for the 



windshield wipers. The mind control spell was firmly in place at this point. His awareness was 

minimized to the point that he was barely conscious of his surroundings. 

Soon, he parked in the driveway of Monte’s house, one of his best friends who he’d known 

for many years. When he stepped up to the front door and raised his hand to knock, it opened 

immediately. Monte’s eyes were black as night and a sliver of dread snaked down Jason’s back 

but the mind control spell was still firmly in place, dulling his senses and preventing him from 

attempting to escape. Normally, Monte had green eyes and he had actually saved Jason’s life 

recently. He had blond hair and average features. Jason had never once suspected his friend was 

a vampire. 

Monte’s smile widened, revealing fangs. “Come in, Jason. I’m famished.” 

Jason obediently stepped across the threshold and entered the home. The two of them made 

their way to the living room where Monte sat down on a couch and ordered Jason to kneel in 

front of him. 

“It’s been difficult to stop myself from draining you dry,” Monte remarked. 

The muscles in Jason’s throat flexed and tightened as he struggled to speak and regain 

control. He couldn’t believe one of his best friends was a vampire and threatening to kill him. 

Jason’s blue eyes conveyed the shocked outrage and betrayal that tore through him. He wanted to 

fight back and hit Monte with the most powerful spell he could think of. It didn’t look like that 

was going to happen though. His body failed to obey the simplest command. 

“Hold up your wrist, meat sack.” Monte’s lips curled in a smug grin of superiority and his 

black eyes gleamed with anticipation. 

Jason’s arm trembled as he tried to resist but all that he managed to do was delay the 

inevitable for just an instant. He held his right arm out with the wrist up and exposed, unable to 

believe this was actually happening to him. He’d known Monte for so long and there’d never 

been a hint that he was capable of this cruel behavior. 

“Don’t worry. It will be over soon.” Monte grabbed his wrist and dipped his head down 

toward it. 

Jason tried to yank his arm away but the mind control retained an ironclad hold over his 

body. Monte’s lips peeled back to reveal his fangs just an instant before they slid into his skin. 

Jason flinched as pain arced up his arm but his mind remained trapped. Monte sucked greedily at 

his wrist, drawing in blood for just a few seconds before someone rang the doorbell. Monte’s 



fangs withdrew from Jason as he pulled his head up to reveal an annoyed scowl. Jason was 

surprised the vampire’s lips and face were devoid of any drops or smears of blood. In all of the 

shows he’d watched, vampires had always been such messy creatures. Of course, he’d never met 

one face to face before. Jason glanced down at the two bite marks on his wrist which throbbed 

dully but didn’t bleed. The vampire saliva contained healing properties that prevented just such 

an occurrence. In fact, there would be no sign of any puncture wounds after five minutes or so. 

“I hate door-to-door salesmen. They always interrupt while I’m trying to eat,” Monte 

snarled. 

“Maybe you should eat them instead of me,” Jason suggested. 

“Shut up and stay here,” Monte ordered. 

Jason remained locked in a kneeling position as the vampire walked around him and made 

his way towards the front door. Jason’s eyes widened as the realization dawned on him that he 

had spoken aloud. That meant the mind control spell was weakening. He summoned all his will 

and tried to stand. At first, his body trembled and his breathing quickened as he his heart rate 

sped up which was another sign that his control was returning. His senses weren’t quite as dull as 

before. Very slowly, he straightened and rose to his full height of six foot three inches. 

“Whatever you’re selling, I don’t want any!” Monte’s angry voice drifted to the room from 

the foyer. 

Adrenaline coursed through Jason’s chest as he turned to face the doorway. He took an 

experimental step toward it. The adrenaline was helping to clear the mental fog. Jason took 

another laborious step then retreated a step. He balled his hands into fists, frustrated over the 

agonizingly slow progress he was making. Jason reached into his pants pocket and pulled out one 

of his telekinetic wands. Monte had been so confident of his control that he’d failed to remove 

any of Jason’s enchantments. Jason aimed the wand at the doorway, ready to fire at a moment’s 

notice. 

There was a crash from the foyer and Jason winced in sympathy over whomever the poor 

schmuck was who had the misfortune of facing a grumpy vampire after interrupting his meal. A 

strange, low-level hum reached Jason’s ears. He realized his psychic receptors were still locked 

down from the mind control spell and tried easing them open to an active state. Surprisingly, it 

was very easy to do. The room lit up with psychometric energy currents and psychic impressions 

clung to the many surfaces like glowing smudges. Jason’s rare psychometric talent had always 



been strong and he made he made a mental note to try heightening his psychic awareness if he 

ever came upon a situation like this one because doing so had gotten rid of the shackles of the 

mind control spell completely. Perhaps he could have liberated himself a lot sooner. 

Jason tensed when Monte appeared in the doorway with his back to him. Monte retreated 

another step into the living room, revealing part of a large white luminescent sphere of 

protection. Jason recognized it as white magic. His cousin Amy and his younger brother 

Benjamin were both White Knights who had discovered and activated their power about two 

weeks ago when the three of them had inherited a huge, luxurious home from a distant relative 

they’d never heard of before. Apparently, Jason had the potential to practice this rare and potent 

form of magic but he preferred his new category six ability so he had stuck with mainstream 

magic. Monte was forced backward as the stranger took a couple of steps into the living room. 

Benjamin and Amy were revealed within the shield and they spotted Jason almost immediately. 

Monte turned to check on Jason and that’s when Jason made his move, unleashing all of the 

power stored in the wand in a formidable telekinetic blast. Monte was thrown into the shield and 

shoved up against the ceiling. He crashed back down on the floor and sprang to his feet. 

Jason shoved his spent wand away and fumbled with a new one. Monte extended his arm 

out, aiming the palm of his hand toward him. Jason’s body felt five times heavier and his 

thoughts grew sluggish under the influence of the mind control enchantment. He fully activated 

his psychic receptors and felt the invasive spell melt away. Monte glared at him with frustration 

then lunged forward with breakneck speed. Jason managed to withdraw his wand but realized 

he’d run out of time. With the wand still pointing at the floor and a raging vampire that was 

almost within arm’s reach, he issued a wide arc of telekinetic energy. It wasted all of the wand’s 

reserves but Monte’s body was tossed across the room and landed near the wall. Benjamin and 

Amy rushed towards Jason to extend their protection. Monte raced across the room far faster 

than the two of them. Jason sprinted towards his sibling and cousin. He couldn’t tell if he would 

make it or not. At the last possible second, Jason threw himself towards the sphere of protection 

but instead of passing through it, his body was thrown back. Monte hadn’t expected this reaction 

from the white magic protection so he speeded past with his hand grasping empty air. 

Amy gasped in horror and Benjamin’s expression reflected shock and dismay. One of 

Benjamin’s rings on his right hand glowed with a twinkling white luminescence, powering the 

shield. He held a wand in his left hand and Amy clutched another in her right. Monte recovered 



and rushed over to Jason, grabbing his right hand and twisting it at an awkward angle against his 

back. Jason cried out as sharp pain shot up his wrist and arm with Monte positioned directly 

behind him. 

Monte’s black eyes pinned Benjamin with a cold, threatening gaze. “Drop the shield or your 

brother dies.” 

“Don’t do it, Benjamin!” Jason said. 

Monte twisted Jason’s wrist just a bit farther and the pain intensified, scattering all coherent 

thought. 

“Don’t hurt him.” Benjamin took a shaky breath as he faced the vampire. “I’ll do it.” 

“Excellent choice.” Monte’s lips formed a smug sneer. 

The white sphere of protection around Benjamin and Amy winked out of existence. Monte’s 

hold on Jason loosened substantially. Without warning, Monte released Jason and lunged at Amy 

and Benjamin in a blur of motion. He was tossed backward as the white magic shield came back 

up. Jason was closer to Benjamin and Amy now. He rushed over to them and stood just outside 

the white energy field. He pressed his hand against the sparkling barrier of light and arched a 

brow at his brother. 

“Are you going to let me in this time?” Jason asked. 

Amy reached out and grabbed his wrist, pulling him inside the protection. Monte reached 

the shield an instant later and beat his fist against it. 

“How did you know where I was and that I needed help?” Jason asked. 

“We saw someone following you to work this morning,” Amy explained. “You’ve been very 

tired and pale for the last week and coming home late almost every night so we figured you were 

a victim of a vampire.” 

“That makes sense,” Jason said, mulling this over. “Why didn’t you just call me or come in 

to the station?” 

“We weren’t sure if someone was watching the station,” Benjamin advised. 

“Okay.” Jason regarded his younger brother with bemusement. “So why didn’t you call 

me?” 

“We did,” Amy said. “We left five messages on your voice mail.” 

“Really? I didn’t hear my phone ring.” Jason pulled out his cell and realized it was turned 

off. “That’s strange. I never turn my phone off.” 



Monte pounded his fists against the shield several times and glared at them with fury. “I’m 

going to tear your throats out.” 

“He probably used mind control to compel you to turn the phone off,” Benjamin guessed. 

“That makes as much sense as everything else.” Jason’s mind swirled madly as he struggled 

to make sense of his friend’s behavior. He shifted his attention to Monte. “How could you do 

this?” 

Monte took a couple steps back and pulled out a couple of small black stones from his 

pocket. He wrapped his fingers around them, forming a tight fist. Roiling black smoke billowed 

from his fist and dipped down onto the floor. Red flashes lit the dark energy that spread across 

the floor with alarming speed. The black smoke made a wide berth around the white magic 

protection but it soon reached the walls of the living room and made its way up towards the 

ceiling. 

“What is that stuff?” Amy peered at the dark magic with loathing and fear. 

“It’s dark energy,” Jason said. 

“Let’s get out of here,” Benjamin said. 

The three of them made their way toward the door but Monte rushed over with lightning 

speed and blocked the exit. 

“You’re not going anywhere.” Monte’s stance appeared rock solid and implacable. 

“We just need to stay calm and move forward slowly,” Amy said to her companions. 

They eased forward and Monte braced himself against the doorway with both arms and legs. 

Jason realized that any type of negative emotion choked off light energy but he couldn’t help 

feeling a cold sense of dread at the sight of the vampire. When the shield finally reached Monte, 

they discovered they could no longer move forward. Adrenaline coursed through Jason’s veins. 

He was grateful for Amy’s and Benjamin’s help but he was a skeptic of white magic. It was wild 

and unpredictable. He would never feel safe relying on it which was why he preferred 

mainstream magic. The sphere of white luminescence flickered for a couple of seconds then 

steadied. Jason pulled out another telekinetic wand in case the protection failed. 

“It looks like we’re not going to get past him,” Benjamin said. 

“Why don’t you hit him with a containment spell?” Jason suggested. 

“We’ve been trying but it’s harder to use white magic in combat compared to when we’re 

just practicing at the house,” Amy replied. 



Benjamin held his hand up when one of his gold rings began to radiate with a soft, silvery 

glow. “I think I may have it.” 

He extended his hand towards Monte but the light flickered then went out. He frowned with 

disappointment. 

“Maybe you better activate one of your backup shields so we don’t lose our protection,” 

Jason suggested. 

Jason had five protection enchantments of his own but he suspected they wouldn’t withstand 

much against a vampire, especially when he was a category five wizard. He still couldn’t 

understand why he had no inkling that Monte was cursed with immortality. Monte had always 

seemed so calm and laidback.  

“Are you a Valituras agent?” Jason asked his former friend. 

Monte hesitated as if he wasn’t sure he should answer. “Yes, I am. I’ve been assigned to 

watch you.” 

“So you’ve been masquerading as my friend for over six years because you were ordered by 

the Valituras.” Jason could scarcely believe it. 

Monte refrained from answering. Benjamin and the others pulled away from the vampire 

who continued to brace himself against the entryway. There was another exit that led to a 

hallway. 

“Let’s go that way.” Jason motioned at that doorway. 

“It will just trap us deeper in the house.” 

Jason had an idea but he didn’t want to say it out loud in front of Monte. “Trust me. I think 

we should go.” 

Benjamin and Amy exchanged troubled looks. 

“All right,” Amy acknowledged. 

They started to head in that direction but Monte was a blur as he passed them by and 

blocked their exit. Jason surveyed the room and saw that the dark energy completely obscured 

the floor, walls, and ceiling. Even though light energy was the strongest force on the planet, it 

was repelled by dark energy. All white magic enchantments required a constant flow of light 

energy from its surroundings to function. Benjamin’s shield would fail soon and most likely, 

none of his enchantments or Amy’s would function once that happened. Jason felt sick knowing 



that his two loved ones would perish in this house trying to save him. And he had no idea why 

the Valituras had a special interest in him.  

Jason leveled a concerned look at his younger brother. “You really need to bring up your 

backup shield.” 

“I’ve been trying. It’s not working. Nothing seems to work.” Benjamin’s blue eyes reflected 

anxiety. 

The white magic shield flickered for several seconds then failed completely. Jason flinched 

with surprise and panic. Monte must have been waiting because he didn’t hesitate in bolting 

forward. Jason’s shields went up and the vampire was tossed into the air. Monte had a dagger 

clutched in his right fist and it glinted briefly in the overhead light as he sailed across the room.  

Jason gave Amy and Benjamin a shove towards the exit. “Move!” 

Jason couldn’t extend the shield around his relatives while on the run unless they were 

touching and that would slow them down too much. His shield immediately shrank to surround 

just him and because it was mainstream magic, it wasn’t visible to the naked eye. He was trailing 

behind Amy and Benjamin so he hoped his shield would block his companions from any magical 

attacks. Monte hit Jason’s protection with a telekinetic blast as he raced down the hall past the 

kitchen. Benjamin reached the front door first and threw it open. Another telekinetic spell took 

down Jason’s protection. Jason didn’t break stride as he ran toward the door. His psychic 

awareness let him know Monte’s precise location which was half a dozen feet behind him. 

Because Jason was a category six, he was strong enough to cast a simple spell without the need 

for an enchantment. He directed a focused telekinetic wave at Monte’s legs, catching the vampire 

by surprise and tripping him. Monte cursed savagely and thumped as he hit the floor. Jason used 

another brief telekinetic burst to slam the door shut behind him as he fled from the house. 

Amy and Benjamin stood just outside Amy’s pristine, black Toyota Prius, watching Jason as 

he ran to his own vehicle. 

“Don’t wait! We have to go now!” Jason gestured at them with urgency. 

Monte threw open the front door and burst outside with alarming speed. He ignored 

Benjamin and Amy for the moment and made a beeline for Jason. Jason had already dug out his 

key fob and unlocked the doors. He didn’t need to look at his two relatives to know they were 

hastily scrambling into Amy’s car. Adrenaline coursed through his veins and panic threatened to 

overwhelm Jason as he shoved his key in the ignition and pulled the car backwards. Monte 



smashed his fist through the driver’s-side window. Jason saw it coming and leaned back to avoid 

it while continuing to back up. Monte’s arm hit the steering wheel before he caught on to the fact 

that Jason hadn’t stopped. Monte managed to pull himself against the car with his other arm 

which he braced against the roof. Jason didn’t stop to consider his next course of action. He bent 

forward towards Monte’s arm which was still poised in front of his face, and bit down hard. 

Monte screeched and dropped off the car, his back hitting the pavement. 

Jason was in the street now and turned to pull forward.  

Monte leapt to his feet with a furious and surprisingly betrayed expression on his face. “I 

can’t believe you just bit me.” 

Jason’s car sped down the street, taking him to safety. Monte rushed back to his house, 

presumably to chase him in his own car. Jason caught up with Amy’s Prius and he sighed with 

exasperation. For someone who was running for her life, she was driving far slower than he 

would have liked. He turned on his cell phone as he tailed her. It seemed to take forever for the 

phone to cycle on and he immediately called Benjamin. 

“What’s up?” Benjamin said. 

“Monte’s going to catch up with us. We need to go faster!” Jason said urgently. 

“All right. I’ll tell her,” Benjamin said. 

Monte’s black sports car rounded the corner, gaining on them quickly. Amy sped up but 

Jason could tell it wouldn’t be enough. The powerful engine of the vampire’s sports car roared 

and caught up with Jason in no time. Monte didn’t ram Jason’s car as he expected but instead, 

brought his car up to Jason’s left then shoved him off the road. His car careened over the 

sidewalk and into someone’s front yard, bashing into a large evergreen and coming to an abrupt 

halt. 


